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TOWARD A TAXONOMY FOR CONCEPTUALIZING
PERSUASION IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

As long as men'probe the means and - possibilities of manipul-

ating other people, whether to effect behaviorial modification,

attitude change, social control, etc., the structure and meaning

of persuqsion can not remain static - but must rather by dynamic.

The consequences of studying.a -dynamic proceSs (especially from a

.taxonomic point Of view), is very:difficult/7 if not impossible

because of nature...of a taxonomy tprlds to make inflexible a..phenonenon -

"t,Mich is.constantlY being reviewed and revised in both theory and

application.; Moreover, if we accept the notion that persuasion or

social influence is a complex, interrelated, transactive, dynamic

process, then the fastidious task of developing a taxonomy for con-

ceotualizing persuasion in the social sciences becomes overwhelming.

It is not however, impossible or difficult to trace the develop=

ment of the changing conceptualization of persuasion from the'human-

ities to the social sciences. It is here - the carryover of "prin-

ciples 'of persuasion" as a humanities - that the development of per-

V

suasion as a social science 4as been retarded. My reason for subject-

ing you to this historical perspective first, is becaus,it is my hunch

we will be able to discover some inherent weaknesses in definitions

and taxonomies (or the lack of them) from the earlier peri of time,

which should help develOo a more Acceptable contemporary t omy of-

persuasion. Basically the, purposes of this paper are twofold,C,(1) to

briefly trace

.Historical

development.of persuasion until k .

/

..

/
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interlocks'with the more contemporary development of persuasion as

a social science found in Dr. Millar's paper, and (2) to suggest a-
.

taxonomy for conceptualizing persuasion in the social sciences.

I suppose the advertisement for Virginia Slim cigarettes best

exemplifiesthis clienging concept of persuasion with the words - "We've

come a long way baby!" So overwhelming was Aristotle's treatise on

persuasion_ that it rOtarded'innovative scholarly end avors in the area

of persuasion for'in unwarranted long period of tim . One author has

written that it required some 2300 years for Aristotle's observation ,

to'bv put toa rigorous scientific test." It was around 1950 that

persuasion began to find d home in the social sciences and this was
o

accompli hed outside the field of speech communication'by Hovland and

his associ tes. "Butlet me. digress for a few minutes in order to
.,---

.

dive A historical perspective on this .clianging concept of persuasion

to the,social sciences from within the field of speech communication.

Until the mid-1960's most popular persuasion texts contained

similar definitions which reflected the same notions found in Aristotle's

Rhetoric. The notion advanced by Aristotle was that proof (persuasion)

is a kind of demonstration that can be judged by its effect upon

someone, and the end of that discourse'is to affect the judge(s)

or audience by "gaining-their assent," by "effecting their soul," or

1

to "persuade to a course of action or to dissuade from it." The'

general definitions found in traditional persuasion texts - from 1952

tq 1962 - usually included some variation on the standard statement

pf influencing the thought, attitude, opinions, feelings,, conducts2and /or action of the listeners. Wallace Fotheringham summarizes the

4
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general thinking of that period of time the following paragraphs.'

Brembeck anO/iiowell (1952) prefer to consider
persuasion an attempt. For them, persuasign is

by manipul ing the motives of men toward<predeter-
'the consTtpS attempt to modify thought And action

mined ends...' Thayer (1961) sees persuasion as
'a conscious effort made by people to affect other
people's behavior in a specific circumstance or at
a specific time.' Similarly, Wright and Warne,: (1962)
co eider persuasion as 'an active attempt to influence
people to action or belief by an overt appeal to
reason or emotion.'

4 Other authors stress the stimuli involved, the
/ means used to influence.

.

Minnick (1957) prefers
'persuasion is discourse, written or:oral, that is
designed to win belief or stimulate action by
employing all of the factors that determine human
behavior.' Blau and Scott 0962) note that 'in
persuasion, one person lets the arguments of another
person influence his. decisions or actions...'3

If bibliographies accuragely reflect what &af s happening during

the fifties and'sixties in the area of persuasion, from an attitude

and behavjoral change point of view, then it is readily visible why

social scientists in other disciplines, attending speech communication

conventions, found it necessary to set their watches and minds back

at least twenty-five years. During that time we were furthering

our claim on provincialism by Advancing definitions and taxonomies

that at best defied consistency. For example, many authorities

espoused the notion that peAuasion was a single typeof oral dis-

course, that it did not include communicative messages Which were

informative, entertaining or stimulating.. These claims were distinctly

inconsistent with the "stock" definitions of persuasion previously

cited. David K. Berlo neatly summarizes the problem just alluded to.

The inform - persuade - entertain distinction
has led to confusion...There ha been a tendency to .

interpret these purposes as exclusive: one is..not

rt
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giving information when he is entertaining; one is
not entertaining when he is persuading, and so on...
For example, it is popular today to distinguish
between education (inform), prgpaganda (persuade),
and entertainment (entertain).

Equally as disturbing was U." declaration that persuasion and

argumentation were separate categoribs of communication that were

mutually exclusive of each other. A survey of the liter2ture reveals

not only a lack of agreeMent among the various authors as to what the

relationship was between argumentation and persuasion, but more 6

significagly implies the cause for this disagreement was a tendency

by the authors surveyed to define terns according to their inter9sts.
5

I
The three major 'points of view revealed in this survey were, .

(1) that persuasion is a technique or method which can be employed

in the larger process of argumentation, (2) that argument is one'

-tecbnique or method which can be used ip-the more inclusive process

of persuasion, and (3) that argumentation and persuasion are two.

different forms of discourse - argumen,t utilizing-sound reasoning

toward the attainment of conviction, and persuasion utilizing judgment,

emotion, etc., toward the influence of action.

Another' confusion surrounding the historical development and

study of persuasion was the aversion of speech communication theorists

A to-include propaganda and coercion within the scope of' their con-

ceptUalization. The result of this%exclusion led cithers outside the

speech communication discipline to conclude that persuasion was a

limited counterpart of the more encompassing termspropaganda.

There were also unlimited definitions which inadvertently equated

propaganda with persuasion. An examination of twenty-six diff rent
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definitions of propaganda all agreed that propaganda was the "art

of influencing, madpulating, controlling, promoting, changing,

inducing, or securing the acceptance of opinions, attitudes, action,

or behavior.
"6

Thus, the medning.of both persuasion and propaganda

was indistinct because the definitions of both-pere equivocal.

:Jacques Ellul, in his book, Propaganda; objected to this duplication

- and suggested that we immediately rid ourselves of any simplistic

definitions concerning propaganda. He cites the definition formulated

by riarbury B. Ogle as his example.

'Propaganda is any effort to change °Onions,
or attitudes.,.The propagandist is anyone who \

communicates his ideas with the intent of
influencing his listener.'- uch a definition
would include the teacher, t e priest, indeed any
person conversing with anothe on any topic. Such

a broad definition clearly do not help us to 7

understand the specific character of propaganda.

Harold D. Lass ell also advocated limiting the meaning of propaganda

because "it ser'Oyes no useful purpose to conceive of propaganda so

broadly that it becomes a synonym for every form of commUnication...

' It would be counterproductive to continue,with the endless list of

propaganda definitions,? because even hose who have attempted a

definition. generally agree that a satis ctory definition of the

concept has not yet been achieved, and th t "the'frontier between it

and neighboring fields of activity are fcyrthe most part blurred..
m10

The blurring process was intensified when the doncept of coercio1

was introduced to either propaganda or persuasion theorists. They

patently denied it belonged in either area of study. Coercion as a

form or persuasion has generally not been developed in depth, and has

mainly been ignored in textbooks,and professional journali as a means

My
0
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of persuasion In social control or social influence. Lindley Fraser

states that "propaganda may be definedlos the activity, or the art, ,

of inducing o \hers to behave ,in la way in which they would not

behave in its,a sence. However, he continues that he-behavior

propaganda induce ...does not include attempts to influen e by means

of force or compultion,.Thus, the central element in pr agandist

inducements is that they depend on 'communication' rats/ r than

concrete penalties or rewards."
12

Does this limitation mean that

the appearance of helmeted policemen,.with tear gas and riot guns

does not communicate something to a group of demonstrators?' Does

it mean the protester's behavior was not influenced even if force

was not used?

Fraser further tells us

...there is an extensive border area which goes by
the-name of 'moral compulsiN - inducing people
to do things utterly contrary to what they want
to do by bullying; by threats, by social pressure,
by meOe tedioUR repetition. Sometimes these
methods would be naturally described as propaganda,
sometimes not; but is is ifficult to draw an-exact
line.13

Austin J. Freely compounds any effort to distinguish this boundary

when he defines coercion."as the ute or threat of force."14 Take
.4

the example of John . Kennedy and his "Blockade Speech," in which

he threatened armed retaliation by the United States if Russian,'

missiles were brought into Cuba? The question is, should verbal

threats of force, used to influence behavior, be clatsified at

compulsion or coercion except in the cases where the threat is actually

carried out? In essence, the realization of. genuine intent cannot
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be determined until after the fact, and depending upon the receiver's

response, the sincerity of the threat may never'be known. Confusing

the issue even more is what classification should be used if the

person or group being influenced, believes the threat is genuine,

but in fact it isn't. I suppose the ultimate question I would pose

from these historical definitions is this: Are not all -the. concep4

7'
considered, thus far a means of social influence or persuasionwhen

contextually considered?

This cursory analysis of definitions and classifications has

revealed that the usage of terms basic to- speech; communication and

other - related disciplines had no unity of meaning; were circular in

nature; promoted misunderstanding caused by special interest slan,ting,,

semantical ambiguity-and equivocation,, and vagueness of category;

and in some cases, were simply contradictory. Persuasion theorists

during this period of time rejected vital components of a comprehensive

paradigm. These rejections were partially based on ethical con-
..

siderations and extremely restrictive points of view,.

Throughout the sixties the discipline of speech communication

edged its way into the -social science arena: A milestone publication

by Berlo' (Y960) emphasized some important dimensions of communication

which greatly affected our concept ization of persuasion.

Paramount 4mong those dimensions was (1) "that all use of language

has a persuasive dimension, that one cannot communicate at all

without some attempt to persuade, in one way or another;" (2) "from

a behaviorist's point of view, it is more useful to define purpose

as the goal of a creator or receiver of a message, .rather than as

4.)
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the property of the message itself," and (3) that communication is a

dynamic process.
15

This means communication (and consequently

persuasion)" ...does not have a beginning, an end, a fixed sequence , \
. ,

of events. It is not static, *rest. It is moving. The ingredientsc 1,

.

within a Process interact; each affects-all of the others.!'16

Berlo also identified a significant factor not considered by previous

persuasion theorists. Thatfactor was that "the concept of dynamic

also', implies that factors that we may overlook- in any single liSting

of the ingredients also determine what is produced.
u17

With the behaviorist influence, there was a not1Cpble shift

in the conceptUal treatment of persuasionOsithe later sixties and

early seventies. Despite these shifts some of the dogma transcending,

from earlier theorists was Still visible. For example, many'of the

definitions now included such-limitations as ."conscious intent" on

the part of the persuWder, implied a linear cause - effect process,

and suggested that the effect of Persuasion was voluntary. 'Erwin

Bettinghaus declares that "it is no longer enough to look at persuasion
A

as a one-way street, with a source actively communicating, and a

receiver passively' receiving," but rather that sources and receivers

"are trying to persuade each other»
18

On the opposite page, he

defines persuasion as "a conscious attempt by one individual to change

the attitudes, beliefs, or the behavior of another individual -or

group of indtyiduals through the transmission of some message."19

Either this is contradictory or the definition is highly inadequate.

After reviewing a sampling of conceptual views held by contemporary

persuasion theorists, Miller and 8urgoon readily accept the "bias that

10
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the terW'persuasidn' 'should be reserved for situations involving

66Scibus intent on the part of one-party (the persuader) to 'influence

another (the persuadee)."
20

In the same paragraph they admit that

"limiting persuasion to situations inyolving conscious attempts at

influence creates certain problems; in particular, it raises the

questions of how one determines_ whether intent is present in a

particOlar situation.
H21

Not only is it sometimes impossible to

determine -if intent is conscious, it is frequently impossibleto

determine the specific intent (if one is attempting tc deal'with,

effectcrelationships), and finally it is possible tha tha "conscious"

intent differs greatly with "subconscibus" intent. What label will

be placed on the influence procesS involvedin "those few, unusual

situations" that these authors were "willing to accept?" And if

they do accept the unusual situations, why not eliminate the/

limitation from the definition?

Another case oi.definitional weakness is a restriction of

"voluntary. change." Kenneth Andersen defines 00-suasion "as a

process of interpersonal communication in which, the commuicato'r,

seeks through-the use of symbolic agencies to affect the cognitions

of the receiver and thus effect a voluntary change in attitude and/or

action desired by the coMmunicator."2 'Again the queftion is raised

a-

as to what the influential. process would be called that effected an

,
involuntary'changein attitude and/or action,-or aioluntary change

that was not desired by the communicator? Andersen, in part, discusses

models and at the same time indicts the linear implications within

his own-definition. His position is that "persuasion, is dynamic,
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interrelated; the model. is static and linear. In persuasion the

persuader of one moment becOmes the persuadee of the next::."23

According to Anburg and Wilmont, even this qualification of.the

,

definition is not accurate. They.claim that all persons engaged in

. persuasive communication 'are engaged in sending (encOding) and.

receiving (decoding) messages simultaneously. Eachyer'Son is constan411

shartng:in the encOding'and decoding process, 'and each person is

affectin the.,other.
.24

This process is transactional rather than

the back and forth linear exchange.

Unfortunately,'some of the most recent text44in persuasion

theory still'insisi that there is a.clear distinctioK be en per-

suasion, discu5sion, arguMentation, coercion and submiss on.
25

Charles Larson states:

Persuasion advises action or change. 'Vs-
cussion,searches for, courses of action or change.
Coercion and submi5sidriNgemand or forCe action or
comply:withvimperative codrsesof action. And'

arguthentation attempts to demonstrate the
relatlonshtp between evidence, information, and,
courses of action - not for the sake of dchieving
the action buLmore.for,the,dempnstration of
proof itself."

. When we view the definition of persuasion by this same author, it is

apparent that any and all of tlie components Mentioned above' would 1

qualify as a part -Of his persuasion matrix. He defines persuasion as

...a process whereby decision options are inten=
Tonally imited or extended through the infer-

actlo ssages, sources, and receivers, and
through whic attitudes,.beliefs,,opiniqns, or
*behaviors are changed by a cognitive restructuring
of one's image-of the world or of his frame ,of _

reference.27

In attempting to arrive at a more consistent and acceptable

taxonomy of persuasionk, this discussion has avoided the psychological

41.?;



theories of persuasion28 'since they are included in the paper to by

presented by Dr.Trimank Millar. It is disappointing to know,'however,

that interdisciplinary scientific investigation was not pursued until

the mid-sixties, especially since Heider's balance theor'y on

attitudes was developed as early as 1946.

The distinction of scientific investigation from ideal theory

is.important when discussing the conceptualization of'persuasion as a

social science. Frequently; the biases of theorists such as, those,,

discussed in ti paper, inhibit the research of the social 'scientist.

There must be a clear distinction between the ideals of persbasion

which we teach and uphold,- as opposed to the,reaitiesof Rerspasion

which is exercised in the actual. 'social setting.- As ideal theorists

we must advance "ethical" means of persuasion; but as social 'scientists

we cannot refuse to recognize and study the "unethical" means.

In like manner-the definition of persuasion advanced by theecial

'scientist Cannot deny tfise categories or, counterparts of pei'swasion

that seem undesirable to the ideal theorist. The social scientist

must seek to devise accurate measurements' for all means of persuasion

found in society, not just A methodology which is applicable for the

"honorable and just" type of persuasionigwe often create in a *steiile

setting. Recognizing and investigating, all types of persuasion does

not mean we accept or support it, but rather quite the opposite.

By scientific research we can better' counteract thePersuasion which

is offensive or unacceptable in our society. . .

I
The same distinctiOn (as between ideal 4<ory and, scientific

investigation) must be exercised in any definition or taxonomy which

1 LA
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is applicable to social scientists interested.in the study of persuasion.

From my perspective we must oper.Cup the possibilities for investigation

rather than rjestrict them. There must be a greater emphasis placed

upon the totality of the persuitsion process, and the complex inter-

relationship of the multiple components within that process. As an

example: researchers in pe?suasion cannot afford to declare that they

will 'not investi ate the verbal or nonverbal threat of force when it

is clearly used Tto influence attitude change and social behavior in

our contemporary society. Rather than excluding the study because .

it is coercion, we must inversely include it as a category of

persuasion: Karlins and Abelson state:
,

. As research .in persuasl'on continues.tt becomes in-
creasingly evident that simple 'principles of
persuasion' are the exception rather than the rule.
We are beginning to appreciate the complexity of
the persuasion process and'realize that whether or
not a *persbn is persuaded often depends on a
multiplicity of interacting factors (some still not
kno0)...Many investigations in the last decade
have added 'modifiers' to old persuasion principles.

29

Social scientists who are receptive to an extended conceptualize-
.

tion of persuasion will also participate in the.development of a more

precise and "effective science of behavior control."' This exacting

science will in:.turn "force modification of existing 'prihciples of

persuasion' by suggesting additional factor's that influence behavior

change.
"30

The knoWledge that no definition or taxonomy can be formulated.that.--

.Will be fully satisfactory should not suppress efforts'toward that goal.

Obviously, if the data colleqtarit-m-t-colliglete-ar_the_methodology

perfected. in this emerging "sci ce of persuasion, "' then the
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interacting factors. whiCh are not yet known cannot be included. -The

one necessary factor in, formulation seems to be flexibility. The

apparent pitfall visible in the foregoing definitional survey is

pointed out in the following statement.

Persuasion theorists see the procest of persuasion
as involving much *flexibility, the interaction of
many variables. However,'as these theorists.),
proceed to .give advice to the communicator or as
others take over the theory, the tendency is to
treat the forpula as rigid and prescriptive with
universal laws rather than fleXible and descriptive
with qualified generalizatiOns:31

With a focus on flexibility I would'define persuasion to be the.

single encompassing term in any process of communication which

influences thought, beliefs, attitudes, and/or .behavior. It is."-

dynamic in nature; ,a relationship phenomenon; can be either'.inter- -

: personal or intrapersonal; verbal or nonverbal; vocal or nonvocal;

intended or unintended; ethical or unethical; conscious or unconscious;

have negative or positive results; is context bound; can be trans-
,

mitted by interaction or transaction; and the recipient can be in-
b

fluenced either knowingly or unknowingly, with the response being

either overt or covert.

This conceptualization of persuation should include all the

various elements Or subcategories that are at the disposal of Man

communicating in his social setting. Among the elements that should

be included in this taxonomy are emotive communication, argumentation,-

propaganda, deliberation, information, coercion, entertainment,

hypnosis, brainwashing and subliminal communication.

1'
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The theory grid is wide open, and if social scientists are

genuinely concerned with the awesome task of exploring the influences

that can ontrol hUman behavior and ultimately alter the *destiny of

societies, so must the boundaries of their investigation remain open.

It will be the Openness-of boundaries and the willingness to remain

flexible that will ultimately, ,result in a greater understapling of

the science of persuasion or social influence.

r
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